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Abstract. For building ontology from text, we need to find terms and 
conceptualize them as classes of ontology. In this paper we present the method 
of clustering of terms using the paradigmatic relation and hierarchical clustering 
method. To extract paradigmatic relation, we use 1st order and 2nd order 
collocation extracted from Wikipedia documents. By computing semantic 
relatedness of clusters, we can extract clusters that consist of similar words. 
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1. Introduction 

For building ontology from text, we need to find terms and conceptualize them as 
classes of ontology [2]. The first step of conceptualization is finding synonyms and 
clustering of terms into clusters that have similar meaning and can be defined by same 
properties. 

For example, the set of terms {“hard_disk, floppy_disk, cd-rom, linux, unix, bsd,  
unix-like operating_systems”} can be partitioned into two concepts. {“hard_disk, 
floppy_disk, cd-rom”} is classified as a disc device and {“linux, unix, bsd, unix-like 
operating_systems”} is classified as an operating system.  

In this paper we want to show the method to make concepts for domain ontology 
from texts. To extract concepts, we cluster terms with the paradigmatic relation and 
hierarchical clustering method. We use 1st order and 2nd order collocation to extract 
pragmatic relation. Finally we extract clusters that consist of similar words by 
computing semantic relatedness with WordNet and Wikipedia category hierarchy. 

2. Clustering of Terms 

The paradigmatic relation can be extracted by 2nd order collocation [1, 3]. We use 
paradigmatic relations to get synonym set. The result of hierarchical clustering with 



 

 

synonym sets gives candidates of concepts. Cluster that consists of similar words can 
be a class of ontology. We can extract it by computing semantic relatedness. The 
semantic relatedness of cluster is obtained by measuring distance between terms and 
lowest common subsume (lcs) [4].  

We use Wikipedia documents of IT domain categories. Target terms are extracted 
from the hyper-linked terms appeared in each Wikipedia documents and filtered out 
by TF/IDF. We make two sets of documents, 5,000 pages from categories related to 
computing service and 100,000 pages from IT domain categories. We extract 370 and 
12,230 clusters for each document sets (Table. 1). 
Wiki_Cat WN_Synset  Wiki sim  WN sim Clustered Words  
Blogs [NULL] 5.16 -1 slashdot, blog, blogs 
BSD [NULL] 5.16 -1 netbsd , openbsd, freebsd 
Computer 
storage 

Magnetic Disk 1.67 3.40 floppy_disk, hard_disk 

Branches
_of_philosop
hy 

 currency  1.44 0.65 
note, money, bank, 

credit_card  

Table. 1 Result of clustering (Computing Service) 

Wikipedia category covers wide range of terms, but it distorts semantic relatedness 
for some special categories like “companies based in California” or “Wikipedia 
administration”. 

3. Conclusions and Further works 

We cluster terms using paradigmatic relation and hierarchical clustering. We extract 
cluster that consist of similar words by computing semantic relatedness.  

Words in the cluster have same hypernym and similar collocations. They give 
hierarchies between clusters and can be used to find concept hierarchies. From the 
collocated words, we can find non-taxonomic relations. 

The next step is to extract taxonomic and non-taxonomic relation between clusters. 
It can be used to define concept of clusters for building ontology. 
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